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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of.this •tudy was to solve personal problems
of drawing and portraying emotional facial expressions.

A

number of typical expressions were selected that show intense
as well as contrasting emotions .
ness , happiness, anger,

These emotions include;

sad

fatigue, "10rry, boredom, and surprise.

A nu..11b
1 er of other expressions might have been chosen, but these
seemed to be a reasonable number suitable for a paper that would
supplement a graduate sho w .
Facial expressions were l i mited to full frontal views be
cause it was real ized that the addition of side views and three
quarter views would extend the paper beyond reasonable l i mits.

A very brief historical account gives some background for
portraying facial expressions .

I t i s realized that the interest

ed person might wish to look more deeply into this probl em .
The author's solutions to drawing expressions are accom
panied by illustrations which show graphically what has been
discovered during the course of this study.

2

CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A consideration of the historic portrayal of emotional

expression has been included as background for the topic of
this paper, and to acquaint the reader with wrks done in the
portrayal of such expressions .

For the sake of brevity, this

historical background will be l imited to selected works by nine
artists.

Those artists ' works included were chosen for their

pertinence to the topic of this paper and the specific expres
sions discussed.

?he plates referred to in this chapter vere

selected because of their correspondence to the expressions
discussed in the body of the paper.
'nle first significant work in the area of facial expres
sions, the expression of emotions, was done in the fifteenth
and early sixteenth centuries by Leonardo da Vinc i .
teenth century death masks o f Florence ,

The fif

Italy vere the only

portraiture that vae done before LeonaTdo ' s studies in an
atomy.

'nlese ma•ka were mac:le "in a last despairing effort

3

to salvage the data of physical appearance on the threshold
of the tomb."

1

Portraits painted from these masks served to

give immortality to those portrayedo·

However, the masks ·were

made for the express purpose of attaining immortality for
those who died.

Expression on these masks was limited to

the straight-faced look of the dead, a passiv�, non-emotional

look.

But

r

Leonardo went beyond the mere wish to preserve

the likeness of men.

He studied anatomy as a scientist.

His

_,

drawings of skeletons and grotesque faces advanced the artist's
knowledge of portraiture beyond the need to preserve a lik-

4)

Those drawings of the grotesque faces (plate I . page

ness.

and skulls (plate II, page 5) aided many other artists. such
as Raphael, del Sarto, and Holbien.

Leonardo's drawings openTheir

ed the door to the study of emotional facial expressions.
studies of Leonardo's grotesque heads, their aging wrinkles

and toothless gums gave the artists new insight into expression.
An open mouth, bulging lips and chins, sharply pointed noses,
beady and calculating eyes, these �"ere the newly discovered
expressions

open

to

faces to the world.
opened

new

the

artist.

Leona rdo unveiled their

ugly

nie cranial examinations done by Leonardo

avenues on a scientific basis.

l

So, by the power of

John Pope-Hennessy, nie Portrait in the Renaissance
(New York:
Bellingen Foundation, 1963)
p-:-9.

-;-
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PLATE I

'

l

•

"DRAWING OF GROTESQUE HEADS"
LEONARDO DA VINCI

5

PIATE II

•

"DRA�ING OF SKULLS"
LEONARDO DA VINCI

6

his portraiture, Leonardo dominated the sixteenth century.

2

lhe Baroque period, though begun in the fifteenth century,
contirtued through the ,sixteenth and seventeenth cent:uries.
eral artists of the

a.wenteenth

centm:y

They worked

to

.

.

meaning

to

achieve mot.ion
•

giv.Q. to
.

�

come al 1ft.•

dynaic

and: action in
J

.

'

..

.

·
.

)_.

(1577·1640).

·

.

Hia paintlna•.�etl•ct

the

ef fects •ployed by artist• of tha t· laro que period,
·'

and are easily recoantzed by their·

He portrayed ..,uon in
the expression

'=:'

:l\"

first of theae artist• t.o::�e di�,auas ed is

Sir Peter Paul Rubens
robust,

f�*1
.... -expres-

thei.�

'

to

..

pot:trii ture
. ··. '"
. ..,·... ..
-�.
their pictures; tboai• ·po_jt1"ayed seemed

'1'ha expres aiona

their paintings.
new

.

"

sions of emotion.

'

•,:,

'

,,

often gave

•rk.4.�

sev

aome

o,f. a yawn la

abundance of C:C\)lor

works eucb as "L'

and vitality.

Hlve'l"', in which
''.

. "

recorded (plate III,. page 7).

The

man in the palntt.q, through his yavn, seems · more bel,.ievable
.
than some of

time.

Just

.

·the artificial (ideal) beauties

ae'

sion in this

painting • ._.

About the.
portraying

a .ya1111 Mtuea

NM

CTea

.'. before

this

the hunaan body,· the yawning expres

to create a relaxed a�sphere.

time, J'u8epe De

ntiny .pt...torus of

b.r_a -Ci58��16So)

1tt

"
��lon.· ·iu.a ·�ling

.

.

was

f•ces

busy
re-

fleet his k�wledge of emotion as it concerns facial expression.
Also portrayed is the expression of sleep (plate IV, page 8 ) .
2c. Lorgues•Lapauge, 'nle Old Masters (New York:

Publishers, Inc.), p. 88.

Crown

7

PLAIE III

"L' RIVER" - PETER PAUL RUBENS
(DETAIL)

8

PIA1E IV

"THE SLEEPER" .nJSEPE DE RIBERA

9
Although the body seems to belie this expression,
'nle arms

restful.

prop

but a relaxed pos itio n
the sleeping

atate,

the face is

the head and body up which is anything

of sleep.

But the eye s,

-.•cially,

express

that the.viewer ia convincac:l.

ao

"

Perhaps
was Diego

the artiat·moa� studious of expresa�� at

ings of King

V

Phillip

Silva Y
are

guards,

and

(1599-1660)

Velasquez

revealingly humanistic •

portraits

revealing are hi•
soldiers,

De

Rodriguez

Portraits

done

evidence Velasquez' later, more mature wrk.

His ·:poftr.ait'
. .

qf Pope

•I

*

..

•'

"\14�

I'

angry (plate V, ··page ""io)
and the shaded areas o�
ed feelings of this

�

·�

pope.

creates an expression of

'11le

the

the court
1ii10rks

'

and

·1� ·this. j>ortrai t

and

p osition o�

jaw reveal

lip• are drawn

impatience.

Pious X thumping his fingers on

these

court,

he seems

• '

'nle wrinkled

�-- �pl•
·

..

In

far more

reveals the.;ahrevd

tb• pope;

somewhat il'llpatf:_ent.diar�cter of

outaide

..

Pious X

"

But

the inner f�lng• of the

he paints the expression of emotion,
sitter.

tus paint-

of the

of the other members

jesters.

.

�

this time

You

the table,

·

�.eye

/

brows

the. angry, clench

and_j;hin which

can almost �r Pope
so

vivid

.�1 :

the impres-

sion.
Another artist of Velasquez'
successful in portraying emotions.

time, Rembrandt, was also greatly
The young Rembrandt of 1630

was intent on recording "all sorts of expressions:

anger,

hatred,

10

PI.ATE V

"PORTRAIT OF POPE PIOUS
(DETAIL)

X''

VELASQUEZ

11
surprise, laughter, all of which he had already portrayed in
his paintings".

3

(1606-1669)

Rembrandt

studied the character

of beggars and of himself and so, "built his world from his observetions of his own surroundings".

4

In his self-portraits.

Rembrandt portrayed himself with a bored expression (plate VI,
page

in

12).

The eyes are narro� and·�e lips are tightened (as

Velasquez'

·.

of boredom is exprea�ed..

in

used dramatic effecu
Dramatic

"

�

.

Han in Arm-Chair' (p�t• ...
The lane man, lying

an eighteenth century moralist,

hia works in his attempt to reform soci

faclal. ep�eions
.

From this the sense

•.

.

(1697-1764),

William Hogarth

ety.

X)

portrait of Pope Pious

.

"!.!:t
: "; ,t . ,

su� as the one in "The Lame
\;

.

page 13)
-?....

on the:_ �l;;

�acterize

c

J

l•� bal'.f-raised
••

•

his -work.

up with a star-

and

tled, surpriaed look.. on hi:e 'face.

His eyes are widely opened

his

'Even his hands raised in front

mouth

hangs ajar

of his body

.

exprus

Francisco Goya

in surprise.
'
the

feeling

(174�-1828}

in his portraitv.J."e. ,,: ''.�l•,..• .

of being surprised.
of Spain. also portrayed emotions

patntings

of

I

talent for �.rlfta aotiona.

1<..

But

th�

royal court reveal his

perhaps his most expressive

G. Boon, Rembrandt, � Complete Etchings (New York:
Harry N. Abrams. Inc.), p. 7.

4

Ibid.

12

PI.ATE VI

"SELF PORTRAIT " - REMBRANDT

13

PIA'l'E VII

"LAME MAN IN AN ARM CHA.IR"
(DETAIL)

-

HOGARTII

14

works are his lithographs,

aquatints and etchings.

"Here comes

the bogey-man'',

an engraved aquatint from his series entitled

"The Caprices",

gives evidence of his success in showing the emotion

of fright

(plate

her mother,

her

VI�I, page 15)�

The

little gi�l draWl9 toward

eye• enlarged in fright.

"nle other child gri

l1le startli ng use of

maces while huddled just b�ind the woman.
light and �rk accentuates
and death",

the

sudden emotion displayed.

In "Love

also' an ei\graved aqua tin t from 0Th.e Capric es", Goya

portrays the emotion of s ad ness (plate IX,
faces are torn with emotion.

The couple's

page 16).

death

The approaching

of the man

has caused their sadness which grips their mouths into crying and
bends their eyes to tes rs .

"Tragala perro",

yet· another print

from the same· ser ies , again shows emotional express ion ,
crying

( p1. ate

X, page 17).

The central

figure

stream from the face of this man as te ars.
seems to droop and

�·

cries.·

whole

His

expres•ion of crying is

that of
Lines

�xpression

clear.

In the nineteenth century, Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901) worked
with the same

ytgor".f9r
. .. .:��.-< .: �

captut:ing emotion in expr essi on as did

the other a rtists al...dy

�t:�oned.

Toulouae-LautTec

lived in

the brothels of Paris and his works reveal the life he led and the
people he knew.
night life,

�how g�r�
. s,

prostitutes,

and regulars of the

he caught them all with his pencil and preserved

them for posterity.

His quickly sketched lines,

though simple

15

PIATE VIII

"HERE COMES THE BOGEY
r'n'r.'l 'T' 111 T'T" '\

MAN"

-

GOYA

16

PIATE IX

''LOVE AND DEATH''
•--

GOYA

17

PI.ATE X

'' TRAGALA PERRO''

-

GOYA

18

The l«>tnen, particularly. found

reveal so much of each character.
no

He recorded their every

peace undet Lautrec' s lf&.tchful eye.

wrinkle, sag, and revealed what make-up hid for them.
.
.

Perhaps his

'

most famous

model •• Yvette �lM'rt/.'•. �ta..r ·of ·the 1-bulin

her audiences
in a smil e ,

(plate x1.

�
•,

The 1l!O'ltb la bo-.:1 and lifted
·

"

Chaim Soutine (1894-1943)
expression also.

:..:,

created work*· of put eiotional
.

A Jev fma:-.ta•.
. .

.

.

,�tine�:'..a

'

c:onrtantly in

·
. \ �.. ._;[.�·. · . .:.;-;-� '\ '.
. � ;.:.·;·:-r·'.,.
.
during the �l.l· P.�·
of
..
hl•
'
lt.fe�:
·
tly, he portrayed
�
· . . . ��.�-·
.. . . . . .
.
feelin& �f ·.,�- and·'-.iety in eveiy.,P�de �f vo'fk. he pro·
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

�
�

.

this

""

showing dimples.
r

fear

lt).

·�

duced, such

.

"\

•. •

,.

• '

•.

�

'' 'i

·
as his paint1na··-·11atotrbo)"' Cpiate· n-i, p·.p 20).

boy's face i s

"

I

.

.

cravlifta vl.th li nes of fear.t.
'

riveted into . face

.

�

· Hie.
.:. .,.. , seem
. :

pale .. thin froa·ootsatant

won:y�
.

.....:..

The

to be

19

PI.ATE XI

"YVET1£ GUILBERT''

-

IAUTREC

20

PLATE XII

"CHOIRBOY'' - SOUTINE

21

CHAP'rnR II

THE IMPORTANCE OF LINE AND SHADING

Line

Before beginning to examine the aspects of facial expressions in drawing, it is essential to discuss the importance of lines
in the formation of expression.

Facial expression can be re-

duced to groups of lines indicating facial movement.

It is the

type of line used which greatly influences the resultant expres
sion.
nie first type of line to be discussed is the nervous line
(plate XIII, page

22)

indicated as

a

wavy and inconsistent mark.

'nle instability of the line suggests the nervousness, the agi·
tated expression intended.

The nervous line is used in the expres

sion of sadness and worry.

Both of these moods are recognized

as an expression of uncertainty, a feeling of disturbance which
the nervous line conveys to the viewer.
Another general type of line used in the creation of facial
expression is the down turned line (plate XIII,
line slopes downward and is used in such areas

page
as

22).

11lis

the corners of

22

PIATE XIII

/

\....I

)

Ne RVOUS

lINes

UPTURNED LINeS

DOWNTURN£D lINtS

GeNTLY CURVlD

TYPES OF LINES

23
the mouth, the eyebrows, and the eyelids.

The downward sloping

lines can indicate either sadness or anger, depending on the di
rection the sloping lines lean.

When the inner corners of the

eyebrow slant downward, an angry expression can be created.

The

downward slope of the corners of the mouth add to the feeling of
displeasure.

The downward slope seems somehow unpleasant and

depressing to the viewer.
ward sloping lines,

Sadness, also represented by the down

is less unpleasant.

eyelids slope downwards,

Though the eyebrows and

it is the outer corners which do so.

!bis creates an appealing appearance to express sympathy,
at all like the look of anger.

not

The anger repulses the viewer,

but the sadness provokes his sympathy and understanding.
The next type of line to be introduced is the upturned line
(plate XIII, page 22).
pleasant expression,

The line sloping upward suggests a more

that of happiness.

bend upwards in a smile;

The corners of the mouth

the outer corners of the eyes end in

wrinkles which bend upwards.

These upward sloping lines are

appealing to the viewer because they suggest pleasant things.
Traditionally,
a

pointing upwards has been a sign of good things,

symbolic pointing towards heaven.
Gently curved lines are used in the construction of certain

expressions.

The gently curving lines express a sense of peace

fulness and rest (plate XIII, page

22).

24
Shading

In addition to the discussion of the importance of lines
in drawing facial expression,
be considered.

the effects of using shading shall

nie shading used can suggest and complement the

expression created by lines,

depending on the type and placement

of shading used.
What will be referred to as line shading (plate XIV,

page

is useful in the agitated expressions such as anger, worry,
sadness.

applied,

and even adds an element of disturbance of

1he lines of shading can be concentrated,
depending on the intensity of the mood.

heavy shading seems to intensify the raood.
volving great emotion,
ing.

and

Shading with lines accentuates the sloping lines of the

agitated expression,
its own.

25)

or thinly

Very dark or

So, .expressions in

such as anger, will be darkened with shad

But expressions such as boredom and other relatively non

emotional moods are lightly shaded with greyed tones.

'niese

lighter shades reflect the grey, non-intense emotions in the expres
sions.
To use shading in the expression of undisturbed moods such
as happiness,

another type of shading must be found.

'nle linear

shading used on the agitated expressions is improper for the more
pleasant expressions and would only interfere in the production
of a clearly identifiable expression.

So,

soft shading (plate XIV,
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page

25) can be used for these less agitated moods.

A softly

appl ied haze of shading will further imply a mood of contentment
without damaging the expression already impl ied by l ines.

11le

gently darkened areas reveal the outline of the facial contours,
created by each expression and show no evidence of emotional up
set .
Placement o f shading is also important in forming
expression.

a

complete

\lhether the ahaded area is above the eyelid or to the

side or even below the eye can be the d i fference between several
expressions o f the eye.

To know the differences in placement

will help to create an expression which i s truly the revelation
of

a

mood.

Now, perhaps i t is clearer why the lines and shading

are so important.
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CHAPTER III

GEMERAL COMPARISON OF EXPRESSIONS

'nlese two things

ar

e to be considered:

the importance of

line and shading in the construction of an expression and the
application of these lines in the creation of expressions.
To begin w!th, a general comparison of expressions, applying
the knowledge of the character and use of lines in drawing
should be made.
First to be considered will be a comparison of the happy
(plate XVI,

page

29)

and sad (plate XV,

page

28)

expressions

because they are perhaps the two most common expressions.
two expressions of the face are opposites.

'nlese

In the look of happi

ness, the lines drawn to �ndicate the t10uth turn up at the end.q,
and the lines drawn to 1nc5.cate the t'/"�S also make a slight upward move.

The vhole look i.s one of

and happiness.

u11 tur ne d

lines, raised spirits

Shading arouitd the eyes is minimized; the sullenness

suggested by the dark areas of shading have
sion of happiness.

The lines which

were

no

place in an expres

t1.1rned up in the look

of happiness are bent down in the expression of sadness.

The
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lines which become the eyes droop down.
essential because they droop also.
also droop down.
sion,

Here.

the eyebrows are

1..ines which form the mouth

Tile lines sag and there is a feeling of depres

a sinking feeling associated with sorrow.

around the eyes now.

niere is shading

the mood ts darker and shading will manifest
Happiness is a light,

this emotionally dark mood.

airy mood

created by upturned lines and white spaces, but sadness is a
troubled feeling,

a time of heavy feelings and low spirits.

The

drooping lines and shadowy depressions tell the story well enough.
'nle differences between anger (plate XVII,
happiness (plate XVI,
has been discussed,

page

29)

31)

and

are equally easy to create.

As

the look of happiness is associated with

upturned lines and very little shading.

has no upturned lines.

Anger,
of

In an expression

�1ich are seen as the eyelids arch down.
what heavily drawn.

page

The eyebrows,

�:-

·

on the other hand,

anger,

the lines

'nle lines are some-

too, ere arched with the same

quick line which suggests angry eyes. The angry mouth bends
downward. for there is no smile of anger.
is

Shading of the eyes

dark and confined to small areas above the upper eyelid.

So,

the expression of anger is created with the use of sharply arching lines,

and dark shading.

Having already discussed anger and sadness, a comparison of
these t'WO expressions should be brief.

Anger (plate XVII,

page

31)

31
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is drawn with sharply arched lines which are more heavily drawn
than usual.

Shading is not extensive. being confined to small

areas around the eyes and on the iris.

Whereas the expression of

sadness (plate XV, page 28). as was discussed, was the product
And, since sadness is such a feeling of

of drooping lines.

heaviness and sorrow. there is extensive shading, especially
around the eyes.
in.
to

'nlia aha.ding. however. is not heavily penciled

Anger is a sharp. intense mood created vith lines and shading
complement that feeling.

But sadness� though perhaps ju�t

as intense, is a feeling of depression, a heavy feeling recreated
visually by the use of drooping lines and abundant shading.

There

is one distinction by which both expressions are known; both have

the down-turned mouth.
Another facial expression closely related to sadness is tired
ness (plate XVIII. page

33).

It has the sagging feeling associated

with sadness. but there are certain differences by which each
should be regarded.

'nle look of being tired doesn't employ the

use of such drooping lines a� does the look of sadness.

'nle lines

which create a visual reflection of the tired look slope gently
down.

Remember, the lines are just tired, not sad.

The shading

around the eyes is nearly the same in both expressions, but the
mouth is somewhat different.

The mouth created by sadness drooped

to complete the feeling of sadness.

But the tired mouth only

33
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slopes do\omward a little.

The expression of being tired is less

dramatic than the expression of sadness.
The comparison of being tired and being worried (plate XIX,
page 35)
sad.

is much like the comparison between being tired and being

Worry, like sadness is more dramatic than tiredness.

TI1e

expression of worry is formed by the use of the nervous line

mentioned earlier.
and moves in

an

11iis line, in the expression of worry, droops

insecure and wavy path.

these lines become the essence of worry.

Eyelids created from
The eyebrows are tilted,

as in sadness, but they are gently curved.
worried face is inconsistent,

Tile shading on a

first lighter,

and then darker.

nie mood is an insecure feeling, and the shading bears out the
instability of this mood.

Worry is

ing of doubt and insecurity.

a

wrinkled,

Tiredness,

confused feel-

however, is

no

such

dramatic expression, but merely one of fatigue.
Worry and fright (plate

XX)

are two of those expressions

so closely related that only a detailed study can really sep
arate them sufficiently.

But for the sake of a brief and gen

eral comparison they will be considered.

Both are the man

ifestations of a sincere emotional disturbance, and an expres
sion of the inner feelings involved.
intense response.

However, fright is a more

Tile lines drawn for the eyes will slope to

create within the viewer the feeling of danger.

The lines are
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at such a perilous angle that they seem ready to fall either
way.

The mouth lines in both

But worry i s not so exciting .

cases will slope in

a

do1mward path .

"nle expression of fright i s also very close to the ex
pression surprise (plate XX, page

36).

of surprise, a startled expression.

Both involve the element

Fright is a surprise worry,

while surprise i s merely a startled expression, no fear involved.
So, fright,

as has been di scussed,

somewhat like worry.
sudden fear .

i s created with sloping lines

These lines indicate the expression of

The surprised expression i s less dramatic .

!lle

lines indicating the eyelids fonn a rounded arch above the eyes .
'nlere is an absence of the nervous line used before.

Lines

around the eyes, nose, and mouth are roundly arched.

Fright

contains that element of worry not found in surprised .

So,

even

as surprised and fright are quite similar, they are actually
di fferent, as is borne out by the comparison.
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CHAPTER IV

SPECIFIC OBSERVATIONS

After discussing the use of line in Chapter I and then
briefly comparing some expressions, more detail can be explored
in each expression as it is drawn.
aforementioned knowledge,

With the application of the

the discovery of how to recreate on

paper what the face tells us is to be considered.
There are as many ways to portray facial expression as there
are artists.

'ftle methods described herein are my own solutions

to the problem.
show,

1hese methods are appropriate to the graduate

and reflect the author's thinking at this time.

Observation #1--Sadness
(plate X:V, page 28)
Sadness is created with the use of sloping lines and drooping
corners.

To this is added the veil of sorrow, shading.

darkened tones cloud the eyes with

a

nie

mistiness to make real the

sadness created by a pencil.
1he eyebrows are tilted, the inner corners raised to the
forehead.

They are merely used to accent the lines of the eyes

and so should not be drawn too heavily.

'Wrinkles on the fore-
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head are created by the skin p us hed up \lhen the eyebrows are
raised.
'nle eyes are also t il ted ;

the upper eyelids are slanted

raising the inner corners of the lids.

'nle lines creating the

lids art.;: �·1eavic.:8t at the outer �.orners growing gradually lighter

as it goe s to the inner corners.
common poin t.

Uiese upper lids partially close the eyes, the

inner corner being the widest .

meet .

The outer corners droop to a

These inner corner lines do not

'nle eyes seem· a little tired because sadness s eems to

bring on a feeling of helplessness and a stat e o f fatigue .

irises are large and appealing.

Tile inner corners o f the lower

lids slope down s uggest ing the possibility of tears .
les , wider the eyes tell o f fat igue .

small tears.

to shine

to suggest watery eyes or perhaps

Shado� depths above the eyes and below add to the

mood of sadness.
co rner s ,

Smsll wrink·

'!he white reflections in the

pupils are not shaded in; the pure reflections seem
amidst the li nes and shadows

Tile

Shading below the eyes is found near the inner

around the wrinkles found there .

"nle corner itself is

shaded in to suggest a tear.
The nose on a sad face is not large.

humor when just the op po si te is intended .

A big ·nose would imply
So, the average size

nose is best.
'nle mouth will, of course, be bent down at the corners and is

drawn with simple lines.

Very little shading,

if any, i s given
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This means the face will have little color; it will

the mouth.

A small amount of

be drained of any emotion save that of sadness.

sL.�ding is required in the narrow depression above the top 1 ip.
Degrees of sadness can be created by making minor adjustments

in the lines and shading (plate XXI, page
severe sadness.
a

generAl

41).

Grief is

a

more

The eyebrows ldll slant: more and there will be

increase of t:he descriptions given for sadness.

Crying, a form of sadness, though more expressive, can be
created with a few changes in the expression of sadness.

n1e

eyebrows are knotted in a frustration not associated with sadness.
The eyes are represented by groups of lines and arenG of shading.
Shading is rather extensive, hence the "red eyes11 of crying.

The

corners which sloped down on the sad face now do so extremely.
Only light shading of the iris increases the watery eye lool:.
nose

is shaded more now,

creates.

.,...

;.ne

to resemble the red nose crying always

The mouth may simply bend do'Wnl-mrds in a fro"m,

or be

wide open, depending on the degr ee of c;.;otion needed.

Observation '2--Hnppiness
(plate XVI , page 29)
Another very common expre$sion is that of happiness.
acterized by upturned lines and gently curved arches,
is the opposite expression of sadness.

Char-

happiness

Created with these pleasing

lines and soft shading, this expression represents a feeling of

vell being.

The whole face seems to be smiling.
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Gently arched over the eyes, the thin eyebrows seem to be
'nle outer corners subtly bend down to invisibly join

floating.

the wrinkles from the outer corners of the eyes.
Upturned lines form the upper and lower lids.

Wrinkles

formed in the corners of the eyes also bend upwards.

Smiling

causes the cheeks to be pushed up, which in turn pushes up the
lover lid.

So, the eyes are narrowed.

in turn, partially covered from sight.

nie iris and pupils are,
The pupils are large, this

being the most pleasing to the viewer (plate XIV.- part I . page

25).

More lightly shaded. the irises fill �e remaining space leaving
very little white showing.

As a result, the eyes appear to be

rounder, and more pleasing to behold.

Besides the wrinkles in

the. comers of the eyes, there are also wrinkles under the eyes.
Shading below these wrinkles helps to emphasize their dimension.

and to give evidence of the protrusion of the cheeks.

Shading above

the eyes is limited due to the puffy condition of the skin between
the eyebrows and the eyes.
and unshaded.

'lbe upper eyelids are quite narrow

Eyela•hes forming a multitude of upturned lines

break the white space of the eyelids.
11le nose, to complete a pleasing expression, should be well
shaped.

A short, childish nose, or even a humorously large nose

would fit the expression.
The mouth is the essential feature in the expression of hap-
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piness.

It is stretched from corner to corner in a broad smile.

Line• extending from the nose to the corners of the mouth describe
the position of the cheeks.
of the mouth downward.

Smaller lines extend from the corners

lhe widened position of the mouth stretches

the lips causing them to become thin.

A small amount of shading

is fowid in the chin and lip depressions.

'nle lip depression is

only very lightly shaded becauae the lips are atratched causing
the depression to become aballow.

Other shaded areas, found

only in the happy, smiling expression. are dimples.

They are not

essential, of cour••• but they do add to the happiness of the
expression.
Here again. degrees of happiness
some of the expression.

are

poaaible by changing

A pleasant face, smiling but not gen-

uinely happy, can be created by removing some of the wrinkles fran
the eyes and reducing the width of the smile.
the reault of increased happiness.

Laughing would be

In this expression,

change would be in opening the mouth.

a

major

'11le lips are then stretched

over an ovoid opening which reveals an area of heavy shading.

The

bottom area of this shading will be lighter, representing the
tongue,

Observation #3--Anger
(plate XVII, page 31)
No diacuaaion of facial expression l«:>uld be complete with-
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out the inclusion of anger.

Perhap• the moat violent of the expres

sions, anger involvea many facial r.auscles.

Downturned lines and

exaggerated arches characterize this expression. .
Anger stimulates the eyebrow.
and are lowered closer" to the eyes.

'111ey becoae sharply arched
'11li s arching pushes the brows

closer together which causes wrinkles to form between them.

Darkly

shaded, the brows them.selves are symbolic of anger.
Below, the eyes follov the same pattern.

'nle eyelids are

violently arched, the inner corners being lowered.

The irises ere

nearly as darkly shaded as the brows: and the pupils are quite

black.

Glaring out through narrowed openings, the eyes seem to

flash with anger.

'!his flashing appearance can be accomplished by

jaggedly shading in the iris and pupils,
rounded forms).

(instead of the usual

lhe pupils are rather mnall in this expression;

the small pupils are leas appealing.

(plate XIV

-

part I, page 25).

The white of the reflected area, revealed by a jagged outline, is
quite large.

'nlis white area seems to block any vision and is

disconcerting to the viewer.
the widened upper eyelids.

"nle narrowed eyes are achieved by
The inner corners of these lids are

wide9t, getting narrower towards the outer corners, which are
raised.

nie lower lids alao are raised on the outer corners to

meet the upper lids.

Shading above the eyes 1• o.anc.. but minimal.

lhe akin between the eyes and the eyebrows is puffy as a result of
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the extremely arched brows.

'ftle eyelids are shaded in to darken

the eyes and increase the feeling of anger.

Vrinklea under the eyes,

if drawn, should extend the whole width of the eyes.
eyes will become tired and lose their flash.

If not, the

Although the eyes are

the primary consideration in the expression of anger, the other
facial features also contribute.
The nose widens with flaring nostrils.

Shading is kept

to a minimum so as not to detract from the violent action of the
nostrils.

'nle lines forming the nostrils a.re arched to continue

the symbolism of the eyes.
nostrils is dark.

Shading that does appear under the

Some shading may appear beside the nostrils to

emphasize their position.
'nle mouth expr•s1es·the displeasure of anger.
the lips bend down.
down even farther.

I�ines forming

Wl."inkles from the corners of the mouth bend
Thinly dravn lipa silently voice their dis

pleasure.
Aa in the case of happiness and sadness, the expression of

anger can be drawn in degrees.

For instance, a mild displeasure

can be created by softening the arches of the eye area and the
shaded areas.
softened.

Jagged lines used in the angry expression are

If the anger is increased, the symptoms also increase.

nie lines will be darker and more violent.

nte eyes will be

slightly wider than they wre in the expression of anger.

The
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nose will flare in

an

exaggerated way and the shading around the

nose will appear above the nostrils.
manner,
before.

In the increasingly angry

the mouth will be more taut, the lips even thinner than
And the shading overall will b e coI!le much darker creating

a harsh contrast between the white and black areas on the face.

Observation ,)4--Fatigue
'Ihe expression of fatigue involves three expressions, those
of being tired, yawning, and finally, sleep.

Though these three

expressions are merely degrees or stages of fatigue, there is
very little relationship between them.

For this reason they shall

all be considered.

Tiredness (plate XVIII, page
!n the expression of tiredness,

33)

the eyebrows are gently

rounded and perhaps tilted upwards somewhat.
best suit the expression of being tired.

Lightly drawn brows

Heavily drawn brows are

associated with anger and would co n t amina te the whole expression.
Eyelids which are half shut are syn>nymous with this expres
sion.

In addition to the eyelid s being heavy, they are slightly

tilted upwards, like the brows.
slightly.

'nle inner corners are raised

Hazy a.nd soft shading around the eyes covers them in

sleepy shadows.

'nle irises are also shaded in soft tones.

Be

careful not to make the pupils too small or the eyes will appear
to be rolled back in their sockets and the result will be an expres-
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sion of unconsciousness .

'nle reflection area on these tired

eyes is small and even very lightly shaded.

'Wrinkles under the

eyes and in the outer coI'.ners add a great deal to the tiredness
of the face .
'!he nose in this particular expression has no special
characteristics.

'nl.e important thing to reriember is to continue

the soft shading .

It is necessary to continue the same type o f

shading to create a continuity i n the expression a s a whole .
The same i s true o f the mouth.
gently curved, restful lines .

Lines fonning the lips are

But the shading i s continued.

Yawning (plate XXII , page 48)

A yawn is the involuntary stretching of the facial muscles.
'nle mouth opens to inhale and then exhale a heavy sigh.
During the yawn. the eyebrows are furrowed in a frown.

Wrin

kles are formed between the brows in much the same way as in the
expression of anger .

But these brows are lighter than the angry

ones .
'nle eyes are half shut and appear much l ike the tired eyes
previously discussed .

Here, though,

shaded and the pupils are smaller.
up,

slightly.

the irises are more lightly
The eyes appear to be looking

Many more wrinkles appear in this expression.

nie

forehead, eyes , a.nd nose are the main areas where the wrinkles
appear.

Because of the increased number o f ·wrinkles and the shad-
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ins arowid them, the eyes may appear to be closer together .
The nose may appear shorter due to its wrinkled state .

It

will also appear to be a little wider as the nostrils flare .
ing rests on the aides of the nose, and in the nostri l s .
li..ne• on either side of the nose end the shaded area .

Shad

Cheek

'nlese lines

extend down to the mouth.
The ovoid opening representing the mouth is essential to the
expresaion of a yawn.

Begun beside the nose, the cheek lines

extend down to the corners of the mouth.

'l'he tongue is drawn back. into the mouth and

there is shading .
doesn• t show much .
a?'.e thin.

Tightly stretched over the open mouth, the lips

'11le depression

requires no shading.
a

Inside the opening

above

the top lip is also stretched

and

Shading in the chin depression is kept to

minimum because it, too, i s stretched out of shape.

Sleep (plate XXII, page 48)
'nlis i s the final stage of fatigue and the simplest, for sleep
is an expressionless state.

The face is relaxed and the lines are

simple ind:f.cations of the facial features .
The eyebrows form a gently rounded arch over the eyes .

They

are thin and lightly drawn to best portray the restful state of the
face.
lt>st essential to the expression o f sleep are the eyes .
closed eyelid.s immediately transmit the message .

'ttie

11lis i s one ex-
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pression, too , where the eyelashes are of some importance.

11ley

give meaning to the tl«> curved lines representing the eyelids.
They also relieve the monotony possible in the combination of
curved linea of the eyebmws and the eyes .

Soft shading lightly

added above the eyelids helps to define the dimensions of the
eyes and soften the stark lines of the eyelids .

Shading placed

under the eyes creates a hazy. sleep shaded veil around the eyes
to further suggest the state of slumber .
Mothing special happens to the nose during sleep .

But, for

the sake of the expression, the lines indicating the nostrils
should be rounded in repetition of the rounded lines of the eyes .
'I1le· soft shading should also be continued in the nose area, under
the nostrils , - and on the sides of the !'k>Se.
Simple lines define the mouth, lines which neither bend nor
arch much.

Shading around the mouth is minimal .

Soft and light,

the greyed tones ' settle in the llp depression and the comers of
the mouth .
Observation �5- -Worry
(plate XIX, page 35)
Worry is
iety.

4ll

·expre.ssion created with the nervous lines of anx•

The lines reflect and convey the mood, the crawling feeling

of impendinS �uble.
'.ftle eyebrows begin at the inner corners, which are raised
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above the eyes , and fall to the
outer

corners

of the eyes .

acro•s the forehead.

outer corners very near to

'Ihese bl:'Ows are nervous ,

Vrinkl es may also appear

on

the

frenzied lines

the forehead.

Eyes of vorry are depicted with the same nervous lines .
upper eyel id becomes a wiggling rope of skin.
the

eyes,

the

sense of danger.

the eyelids become· a

l11e

Partially covering

threat to vision,

which intensifies

Like the eyebrows, the outer corners of the
In the image o f tiny exclamation mark s ,

eyelids slope downward.

linear shading magni fies the movement of the eyel ids and accentuates
the expres sion of

lft>rry.

Areas of shading above and on the eye

lids help give depth and reality to the otherwi se irregular lmite
spaces above the eyes .

nte irises and pupils are also darkened

with this linear shading .
shaded .

small ,

Pale with won:y,

the iris i s only lightly

The pupil is more darkly filled in, but it ! s relatively
leaving a large space

for

the white reflection.

white space contributes to the feeling o f worry .
vision

of

the eyes ,

just as the eyelids do .

cut off the view of the irises.

This large

They threaten the

'ftle lower eyel ids

Nervously making its way up

the inner corners , the lower lid covers part of the iris,
it inside the eye .

In trapping those l ines of shading,

of tension i s created .

'nte

lower

to

trapping

a feeling

lid then fades into an area

o f light shading at the inner corners .

Wrinkles under the eyes ,

telltale signs of worry, are emphasized, by shading .

'11lese shaded
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areas become sunken hollows at the bridge of the nose .
As the nervous lines crawl over the facial features ,
becomes altered.

Delineated by nervous lines ,

unsteady , and quivering.

the nostrils seem

Shading beside and under the nose seems

to re-establish the agitation of the eyes.
feeling of insecurity,

the nose

To complement this

the nose is a large , rather ominous shape.

Worry is also reflected in the drawing of the mouth.
lines define the edges of

a

thin upper lip.

tucked under the top lip and under the teeth;
bottom lip when worried.

'nle bottom lip is
a

person bites his

Hidden under the upper l i p ,

trace of the bottom lip i s a small line.

Nervous

the only

'nlis line creates a smal l

space under the top l i p and is the only clue as to the location of
the bottom lip.

Shading the same linear shading used on the eyes

and nose , also helps to define the position of the lips.
under the upper l i p ,
chin area.

Placed

this shading reveals the convex shape of the

Shading also rests in the l i p depression and the cor-

ners of the upper lip to define its convex shape.

Observation 1'6 - -Boredom
(plate XXIII, page 53)
I

A subtle expression of the face, boredom is not easily portrayed.

It i s less obvious than the expressions of happiness or

sadness.
1he eyebrows are nearly level , reflecting a mood of apathetic
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dis interest .

M:>re heavi ly drawn than i s normal,

these eyebrows

are shown as gnarled lines above the eyes and closer to the eye s .
Partially closed eyes stare out in boredom .
not closed so much, however,

The eyelids are

that they cause the eyes to look tired.

One way to be sure is �o avoid drooping the corners of the lids .
Shading on the corners o f the eyel ids helps create the illusion
of apathy .

Covering the lids,

the greyed tones veil the eyes

cutting off any direct communication through the eyes .
sion of these eyes i s one o f unconcern;
communicate.

'!be expres

there is no wish to

The corners of the eyes meet; they close the lids

around the eyes to import the feeling of isolation.
the person is feeling only for himself .

In boredom

Wrinkles under the eyes

demonstrate visually the weariness that accompanies boredom .
irises are nearly hidden.

Not darkly shaded,

appear to make the eyes unappealing;

they contain the

lbough smal l ,

smaller and more heavily shaded pup11 s .

'nle

the pupils

they seem to be withdrawn.

Greyed tones above the eyes further express the " grey" mood ,

the

boredom .
'nle nose is also rendered in tones o f grey .
become small openings , closed and wi thdrawn.
beside the nose extend to the mouth area .

11le nostrils have

Lines beginning

Shading beside these

lines helps to show the position o f the cheeks .a nd the upper l i p .
This upper lip i s curled in a sneering atti tude.
the lip are sharply bent .

On the left,

The corners of

the upper lip curls sharply
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upward, reaching for the l ine extending from the nostrils.
the right, the corner of the lip suddenly bends dovnvard.

On
Shading

under these lines reveals the puckered state of the corners of
the mouth.

'11li s sneering mouth resembles a smile and will become

one i 'f drawn too wide.

Any shading under the mouth is mini!llal

and concentrated in the midst of the chin depression area below
the bottom lip.

Observation 17 - - Surprise
(plate XX, page 36)
Surprise is a startled expression.

A very dramatic expres-

sion, surprise is created by the use o f exaggeration.
Eyebrows are raised in a surprised expression.
ed, the brows are stiffly puahed up on the forehead.
again appear on the forehead.

Gently round
'nlus , wrinkles

'11le se broWB are created by zig-zag

lines which resemble the linear shading.
Under the eyebrows are the eyes which are nearly round in
shape.

So wide open are the eyes, in fact, that the irises are

almost completely visible.

Th.e vhitea of the eyes show at the

bottum, between the irises and the lower lid.

At the top, the

iris i s nearly uncovered by the upper eyelid.

'nlis upper lid i s

very narrow and unshaded .

Arry shading would tend to weigh the

lids down and detract from the wide-open position of the eyes .
Theae upper eyelids are rounded into

an

exaggerated arch and shad-

ing above them is also kept minimal because the eyes are open much
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more than usual .
the pupi l s .

'nle irises are shaded in a linear styl e, as are

Shading under the eye should also be light and min

imal .
As surprise grips the facial muscles, the nostril s flare.
'!his widens d1e nose and darkens the shading beside i t .
above the nostrils i s added to · define their

new

dimens ions .

the nostrils there is some shading which appears as

lhe mouth drops open in surpri s e .

Shading

a

greyed area .

I t may b e open only a

little, or wide open, depending on the degree of surpri se.
opened only a little, the upper lip is bowed;
bend down to meet the bottom l i p .

Under

If

the outer corners

Dark�ed with shading ,

between the lips reveal• the cavity of the mouth .

the space

There i s some

shadi?8 at the corners of the lips to indicate their rounded forms .

'lhere i s a small amount of shading in the chin depres sion.
on the other hand,

the mouth i s opened more,

If,

the mouth is larger .

lbe upper lip remains nearly level · and it i s the bottom lip which
becomes greatly bowed.

Here again,

mouth gives dimension to the l i p s .

shading on the corners of the
Sl ight shaded areas above and

below the mouth show the shape and posi tion of the mouth created by

surprise.
Fright (plate XX, page 36)
Since the author ' s methods of portraying surprise and fright
- are similar,

they will be discussed together.

Fright will be con-
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sidered a form of surprise.

Registe' ...d primarily through the eyes ,
,

fright differs from surprise only slightly .

And i t is through the

eyes that the difference comes .
'nle eyebrows, rather than the bowed ones in the surprised expression, are rather straight and tilted upvarda on the inner cor
ners .

Wrinkles

ok�.�

�
��-:.;\

......

I ...

,, •

forehead aa a result.

'Ihe eyes are mu• like those in the worried expression. �.cept
i3

.

�

-l

that these eyes are laljer.
and the wide open

..
.

·
.

Linear shading is employed here i;

� magnified.

11le irises and pupils, also

shaded in the same style. are lightly shaded .
glazed,

They

then assume

a

fearful expreaaion. as though they ' re focused on one

single and terrifying thought.
.

the threatening

posltl.oo
.·

..

'nle white reflected area assumes

f� did in the case of wony.

A small

.

amount of shading under the eyes accents the whitenes s of the
eyes .

Also, the inner corners of the eyes do not meet, as in mrry.

The outer corners meet as the upper l i d slopes down to meet the
lower lid.
nie rest of the f•clal expression i s l ike that of surprise.
'Ihere is

no

real difference in the nose or mouth.

Observation '8 - -Supplemental Elements
(plate XXIV, page 58)
In this paper, facial expression and its portrayal have been
discussed.

Having considered the character of lines in relation

to the features , and the changes in the features themselves . the
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main expressions have been covered.
o f expression to consider also .

Yet there are other elements

11lese additional elements serve

to strengthen already existing expressions .
Examples of this are the common facial disf igurations such
as moles ,

freckles and scars .

addition to the face.
a sneaky look.

Or,

However,

rt:>les are traditionally a seductive
too many moles give the face

i f placed in unusual locations on th� face,

the moles lend a ridi culousness to the expres sion.
usually a s ign o f childhood or youth.

Freckles are

Placed on the cheeks ,

and

over the bridge o f the nose, these St!lall grey spots give the face
a mischi evons quality.

But again,

an over abundance of these

little spots adds a hur.iorous character to the expres sion.
are not so lightly considered .

'!Ypically,

Scars

it has been the pirates

and gangsters \lho have scars on their faces ,

creating a p i cture

o f toughness .
Other props can be used to portray additional expressions,
extras such as glasses and the growth of facial hair.
course,

tend to intellectualize the expression.

Glasses, of

'nley may also hide

the face, that i s , act as a barrier between the viewer and the
drawn image .

In this �ray they shield the eyes from the betrayal

o f any expression at all.
tache s ,

�acial hair,

such a s beards and mous

also tends to intellectualize the face.

But i f the beard

or moustache is thin and dark , the expression as sumes
niving attitude.

9

sly,

con

'nle thin growth when shaded darkly appears to be
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greasy ,

and so,

gives the face an untrust�rthy look.
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CONCWSION

Wri ting this paper has afforded the opportunity to put down
on paper a number of thoughts about portraying facial expression.
Although this has been of interest for a long time. thoughts have
not been collected in such an organized way as was done for this
paper.

In doing so ,

the author has become even more aware of fa

cial expression and the movement of l i nes on the face.

!his in·

creased awareness has been helpful in drawing portrait s ,

a task

which before was difficult and unrewarding.
It i s hoped that others will find this paper useful by in
creasing their awarenes s .

'nlis paper should help the art student

advance to a more mature level of observation by guiding him in
this path;
things .
·

pf!rhaps this paper will also aid him in awareness of all

'nlose interes�ed in facial expression will perhaps be able

to use these observations as the ground work for their own inve s
tigations and solutions .
'nlose outside the field o f art can also benefit from reading
these observations .

Perhaps they , more than anyone , need to be

guided by observation to gain awareness .

For example,

they can be·

come more aware of faces they look. at ·every day but never really
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see.

Possibly by becoming more aware of expression, they can also

become more alert in all visual contacts .
It is still felt that more s t · · fy i s needed in the area of
drawing facial expression.

nie study of psychological aspects of

emotion wuld add to this body of knowledge and perhaps the intro 
duction of color �uld be a factor that �uld increase the total
effectiveness of the portrayal of emotional expressions .
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